Verse Frame

Fill in the blanks as indicated with words that begin with the same beginning letter sound to complete each verse.

<Name> <animal> lives in a <home>, in a <home>, in a <home>.  
<Name> <animal> lives in a <home>, and she/he is very happy.  
<Name> likes to eat <food>, eat <food>, eat <food>.  
<Name> likes to eat <food>, and it tastes very good.

______ ______ lives in a ______, in a ______, in a ______.  
______ ______ lives in a ______, and she/he is very happy.  
_________ likes to eat ______, eat ______, eat ______.  
_________ likes to eat ______, and it tastes very good.

______ ______ lives in a ______, in a ______, in a ______.  
______ ______ lives in a ______, and she/he is very happy.  
_________ likes to eat ______, eat ______, eat ______.  
_________ likes to eat ______, and it tastes very good.